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RINDING, POLISHING AND
SEAMING

Since 1990, Forvet, based in the
area of Turin, northern Italy, has explored all
aspects of the flat glass market sector in order to
improve the performance of its equipment,
developing innovative solutions for specialized
glassworking.

The present demands of 
the flat glass sector are moving
towards larger and larger sizes, 

and more complex glass coatings,
creating the need for machines that
can handle these glass types. In this

article, one of Italy’s machinery
manufacturers, Forvet, presents its

response to the demands of grinding,
polishing, seaming, drilling,
countersinking and milling.

Sebastiano Bisotto*
FORVET SRL



188 An ambitious project
of Forvet at the begin-
ning of the new millenni-
um was the manufacture
of a new machine for the
grinding sector, able to
reduce glass manipulation, really flexible, reli-
able, fast, precise and that could work in line.

These are the principal characteristics of the
CHIARA MTP NC Edge Processor, a machine
that represents a true revolution for the grind-
ing process.

The CHIARA 2500 MTP Edge Processor is
an automatic, numerically controlled grinding
and polishing machine, capable of operating on
four sides of the glass, flat and arris, simultane-
ously, using a Forvet patented system.

CHIARA 2500 MTP can work continuously
without regards to thickness and glass dimen-
sions. The glass is loaded onto the entry con-
veyor and automatically transported to the
grinding area. In this position, it is squared and
four heads simultaneously grind the sides of the
sheet. All these operations are carried out with-
out manual intervention.

The four grinding heads are mounted on the
four controlled axes of the main frame and hold
the grinding/polishing wheels. Each single spin-
dle is automatically adjusted according to glass
thickness and wheel wear.

The grinding heads are equipped with two
wheels for flat diamond, two wheels for upper
and lower diamond arris, two wheels for upper
and lower polish arris and one wheel for 
flat polishing.

The complete coverage of the control for
every single action that the machine completes,

allows continuous grinding of glass of three
millimetres thickness, with dimensions of 300 x
400 millimetres, immediately followed by
(without setting time) a glass of 15 millimetres
thickness with dimensions 
of 2,500 x 4,600 millimetres - unique on 
today’s market.

When, to this flexibility, we add the guaran-
tee that the finished glass has a tolerance of ±
0.1 millimetres, we see that CHIARA MTP is
first machine that is not conditioned by dimen-
sional problems of traditional grinders.

In fact, the important innovation that enables
the simultaneous grinding of four glass sides
allows the machine to be the only edger
designed to automatically correct dimensional
imperfections of cutting and to make the
sequence of the loading cycle not influent.

A particular configuration of the automatic
vacuum system with suction cups managed by
the CN according to the different glass dimen-
sions, enables them to hold the glass during the
grinding process. Therefore, CHIARA MTP is
the only edge-processing machine that can oper-
ate low-E glass without contact with the treated
surface, regardless of the type of coating.

With tolerances on the diagonals equal to one
per cent of the dimension, CHIARA MTP is the
first machine that also guarantees the diagonals
of glass with dimensions of 300 x 4,600 mil-
limetres, (unthinkable on traditional double-
edger machines).

The structure of CHIARA MTP requires
considerably less space than a complete double-
edging line and is substantially faster.

CHIARA MTP can be the heart of a produc-
tion cell: it can be placed in line with
FRANCESCA drilling machines and directly
feed a tempering furnace.

DRILLING, COUNTERSINKING AND
MILLING OPERATIONS

Forvet is known worldwide as the specialist
for NC drilling centres. Experience in this 
specific field has enabled the company to

CHIARA MTP

Cut-out using
FRANCESCA
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become market leader. All Forvet’s equipment
produced for drilling, countersinking and
milling process integrate innovative ideas and
hi-tech solutions.

Forvet NC drilling centres are easily 
recognizable with their multi-spindles 
drilling heads, the core of all the equipment.
This system, combined with high quality com-
ponents and software capability, allow the
machines to be extremely flexible, one of the
most important characteristics required from
today’s market.

The range of Forvet NC drilling centres
includes various dimensions and characteristics,
according to different customers’ requirements
and glass sizes.

The most recent innovation from Forvet is
FRANCESCA FC 32M 3200 MILL, the only NC
equipment in the world capable of loading,
working and unloading one glass with maxi-
mum dimensions of 3,210 x 6,000 millimetres,
or two glass panels simultaneously, without
intermediate handling.

The newly patented transport device, based
on a dynamic vacuum system, guarantees that
the glass is held perfectly by its lower surface
only, allowing operations on any kind of low-E
glass, also reducing normal production cycle
times by 50 per cent.

The machine is equipped with 32 tools,
installed on four heads that operate simultane-
ously, independently or in conjunction with
each other, allowing the use of four tools simul-
taneously on the same glass, drastically reduc-
ing cycle times.

FRANCESCA FC 32M 3200 is the only
equipment that allows the insertion of drilling
and milling processes in automatic production
lines, since it is equipped with completely auto-
matic loading, positioning, and unloading.
Moreover, thanks to its high speed and the pos-
sibility to contemporarily work two plates, it
eliminates the classical obligatory deceleration
to the grinding line of all traditional machines.

GRINDING, POLISHING, SEAMING,
DRILLING, COUNTERSINKING AND
MILLING OPERATIONS

FRANCESCA FC 3200 can be connected
with the Forvet CHIARA grinding/polishing
machine or any existing double-edger, dou-
bling output. 

Recently, the market highlighted important
demands with respect to the drilling of the glass.
Large series are disappearing, leaving, in their
place, to small production batches with different
dimensions and thickness. In many cases, the
in-line connection between grinding and drilling
becomes mandatory to avoid double and triple
manipulations and washings.

Moreover, the dimensions of the glass are
moving more and more frequently toward
widths of over 2,500 to 2,800 millimetres, up
to 3,210 millimetres, and lengths up to 6,000
millimetres.

However, true flexibility consists in the abili-
ty of the machine to contemporarily work on
two different glass panels with different
processes, allowing to exploit the versatility of
the equipment to the full. ■
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